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ABSTRACT

BROWSER FACILITIES

TrSDBÐTranScout DatabaseÐ(http://ibb.uab.es/trsdb)
is a proteome database of eukaryotic transcription
factors based upon predicted motifs by TranScout
and data sources such as InterPro and Gene
Ontology Annotation. Nine eukaryotic proteomes
are included in the current version. Extensive and
diverse information for each database entry, different analyses considering TranScout classi®cation
and similarity relationships are offered for research
on transcription factors or gene expression.

TrSDB can be freely accessed at the website: http://ibb.uab.es/
trsdb. Users may query TrSDB after selecting an organism by
entering keywords to be searched for in the sequence
annotation (e.g cancer), by sequence accession code (e.g.
Q9Y5A6) or by accession codes that match InterPro (e.g.
IPR001356), GOA (e.g. GO:0003700) or TranScout analyses
or predictions (e.g. TRS0023). If preferred, queries may be
restricted to two subsets: those entries showing positive
TranScout matches (which are more likely to be transcription
factors) or those that are annotated by InterPro. After
submitting a query, a list of matching entries with a brief
description (alternative sequence accession codes and
annotation) is displayed (Fig. 1).
When clicking one entry, all TrSDB available information
about this sequence is shown, ranging from relevant external
database crosslinks to matches of used predictive programs. A
graphic is available with all the assumed protein signatures
located along the sequence. Each matching signature is
displayed in a different colour together with the associated
signature code of the prediction (Fig. 2).
At the bottom of the page, NCBI BLAST (10) premade
analyses against the proteomes in the current database (using
default parameters and a E-value threshold of 10±20) are
available in order to allow users to browse similar entries
within the same organism or in others.

INTRODUCTION
Transcription factors have a major role in the complex
regulation of gene expression. Their identi®cation, characterization and the exploration of their diversity is an actual
important step towards understanding determinant biological
processes such as cell development, tissue differentiation and
apoptosis. Knowledge of the triggers and effectors that link
these latter processes with their expression basis have evident
biological and biomedical implications. Classifying transcription factors in related groups among different organisms
(some used as model organisms) may help us to highlight
evolutionarily conserved or dissimilar strategies and
propose shared solutions to different problems where related
transcription factors occur (1±3).
In recent years, a large amount of information has been
accumulated about proteins with transcriptional regulatory
activity. This knowledge has been progressively integrated in
some comprehensively annotated biological databases such as
TRANSFAC (4). In our approach, TranScout classi®cation
and algorithm (5) have been used for analyzing, by the time of
writing, nine eukaryotic non-redundant proteomes (Homo
sapiens, Mus musculus, Rattus norvegicus, Drosophila
melanogaster, Caenorhabditis elegans, Arabidopsis thaliana,
Guillardia theta, Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces pombe). Predictive analyses with ProtLoc
(cellular localization assignment tool) (6), TransMem
(transmembrane domains prediction program) (7), InterPro
(8) and Gene Ontology Annotation (GOA) (9) are also
integrated in our database, providing additional validation to
our results.

PROTEOME ANALYSES
Besides proteome browser facilities, TrSDB offers a set of
compiled analyses and statistics of TranScout predictions with
signi®cant annotation from other resources. Derived sets of
analyses may help researchers to test previously annotated or
reannotated proteins that may have a novel and/or con¯icting
function. A selected list of GO entries are used as a criterion
for considering which entries may have been previously
annotated as transcription factors by cross-checking against
the InterPro (through InterPro2GO) and/or GOA databases.
Previously poorly annotated entries are highlighted since they
are hot candidates for which our predictions could be
particularly useful. Furthermore, a list of proteome entries
detected as positive by TranScout, which have high similarity
(BLAST with default parameters and a E-value threshold of
10±20) to other TranScout positive protein entries in TrSDB are
offered for each organism in the database.
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Figure 1. Detail of a query search output of the organism-based TrSDB browser.

Figure 2. Partial entry output showing several crosslinks and all the protein signatures found for this sequence.
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Interested users may also download MySQL dumps of core
TrSDB data obtained from TranScout, ProtLoc and
TransMem runs against considered proteome sets of the
current TrSDB version, as well as TranScout classi®cation
de®nitions.
DATA SOURCES AND TOOLS
TrSDB relies upon proteome sets, derived InterPro analyses
and GOA assignments maintained by EBI facilities (11). Most
data are stored and accessed through a MySQL 4 relational
database management system. Analyses and interchanging
®les are generated and stored in a suitably parseable way in
specially formatted text or XML format. Many scripts for
carrying out analyses, linking components and handling the
web interface use BioPerl tools and modules (12).
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
TrSDB will continue to incorporate new organism proteome
sources, extend predictions from TranScout and ProtLoc
programs, adopting deeper information integration from novel
and existing support resources and adding other approaches in
the transcription factor prediction context.
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